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EVOLUTION OF EARTH'S NOBLE GASES FROM PRIMORDIAL DISTRIBUTIONS: 
CONSEQUENCES OF ASSUMING HYDRODYNAMIC LOSS DRIVEN BY GIANT IMPACT. 
Robert 0. Pepin, School of Physics and Astronomy, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455. 

Hydrodynamic escape of hydrogen-rich primary atmospheres and outgassed volatiles ftom the terrestrial planets, 
operating in an observationally inferred astrophysical environment for the early solar system, can account for most of 
the known details of noble gas distributions in their present-day atmospheres1. In a current model of the process1 a 
planet acquires two isotopically solar volatile reservoirs during accretion, one adsorbed from nebular gases onto 
planetary core materials and the other coaccreted as a primary atmosphere degassed from impacting planetesimals. 
Subsequent hydrodynamic losses of primary and outgassed volatiles are driven by intense extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) 
radiation from the young evolving sun. Hydrogen escape fluxes intense enough to enable Xe escape from Earth, and 
fractionation to its present isotopic composition, require substantial but not implausible solar EUV enhancements 
(by up to -450x present levels) and atmospheric H2 inventories (equivalent to I a few wt% of planetary water). 

Energy sources other than early solar EUV irradiation might have contributed to atmospheric escape. Benz and 
Cameron2 propose that terrestrial Xe fractionation could have resulted from an episode of hydrodynamic loss driven 
by thermal energy deposited in a giant Moon-forming impact. Their model of the event calls for immediate invasion 
of a preexisting primary atmosphere by extremely hot (-16OOOK) dissociated rock and iron vapor, emplacement of an 
orbiting rock-vapor disk with an inner edge at an altitude 
comparable to the atmospheric scale height at this Figure 1 
temperature, and longer-term heating of the top of the fractinarion 

atmosphere by reaccretion of dissipating disk material. Giant Impactdriven escape 
+2lNe, Post-exapa$fitDn 01 crustal 

Detailed assessments of atmospheric Structure and dynamics nuck3cgenebc Ne 

during and following such an event have not been attempted, cutgassed specm + Nonradiienic Earth atmosphere 

and clearly will be a formidably difficult task. 1n-this XENON 

preliminary look at potential consequences for terrestrial 
noble gas evolution, I have simply assumed that appropriate 
conditions did exist - this is by no means assured- for an 
episode of Rayleigh fractionation of noble gases in the +, 

preexisting atmosphere by post-impact hydrodynamic loss. 
Results of this exercise, summarized in Figs. 1 and 2, 

are interesting. It is possible to choose free parameters in the +loo 

analytic Rayleigh escape equations1 such that solar Xe 
(taken to be U-Xe) is present in the preexisting Earth 
atmosphere with the same abundance/g-planet as on Venus 0 

(see Glow), and is fractionated to an isotopic composition 
very close to that of contemporary terrestrial Xe (Fig. 1). .,, 
Corresponding fractionations of the lighter noble gases from 
assumed solar compositions1 imposed by these parameter 
values for Giant Impact (GI) -driven Xe escape are shown in -m MASS M (AMU) 

Fig. 1. Residual Kr and Ar are seen to be isotopically heavy, 
but subsequent mixing of these residues of the primary 12" "" 12"Xe129Xe130X"131Xe132X"'3Ae 

atmosphere with isotopically solar Kr and Ar degassed from KRYPTON 

the interior planetary reservoir closely replicates present-day 
compositions. [As in the original models1, little if any +Ica 

solar-composition Xe can be outgassed, and so their most 
crucial assumption also applies here: that Xe preferentially 
partitions into solid phases under conditions of high pressure .,, 
deep in planetary interiors]. 

Ne is a special case in that addition of outgassed solar ,, 
Ne to GI-fractionated primary solar Ne yields higher 
2We/L2Ne and 21Ne/L2Ne than observed (Fig. 1). Here an '"K' M l ~ r  =Kr %r M ~ r  " ~ r  

episode of solar E W  energy deposition and hydrodynamic ARGON NEON NEON 

escape at some time after GI fractionation and outgassing is 
required to generate the We/22Ne ratio on Earth. In contrast 
to the original models1, the EUV-driven HZ escape flux need 
only be intense enough to lift Ne, and not the heavier noble 
gases, out of the atmosphere3. Note that the process ,027 
overfractionates 21NePNe (by -4.6%). However Rison4 has 
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estimated that -3.6% or more of the present atmospheric 21Ne inventory is nucleogenetic 21~e,  generated primarily 
by 180(a,n)21Ne reactions in the Earth's crust over geologic tim$ -just about the amount needed to elevate the 
initially lower 21Ne/L2Ne ratio to its contemporary value by post-escape outgassing of this component. 

The elemental composition of Ar, Kr and Xe characterizing Earth's primary atmosphere in this model can be 
calculated. Isotopic compositions of the GI-fractionated and outgassed Ar and Kr components are known (Fig. I), 
and their elemental mixing ratios are fixed by the requirement that the mixed compositions be terrestrial. The 
additional constraint that the sum of these two components must also yield observed elemental abundances then fixes 
their individual values and thus initial abundances in the pre-impact atmosphere. All of these, including the present- 
day inventories1, are given by the italicized numbers in Fig. 1 (in units of 10-12g/g-Earth). Together with the Venus 
value of 0.089~ 10-l2 g/g-planet assumed for l q e ,  these pre-impact atmospheric abundances define the dashed-line 
relative abundance pattern shown in Fig. 2 for 84Kr/36Ar and 
130XeP6Ar initially present on Earth. [Other values for Figure 2 
130Xe, generated by different choices for the free variables in 
the Rayleigh equations, do not alter this pattern since I 
elemental fractionation factors relative to Xe are unchanged]. 
The shaded area represents the relatively small variations 
introduced by assuming atmospheric temperatures ranging 0 

from 300K to 16OOOK, and H or 0 (at high temperatures) 
rather than H2 as the abundant light atmospheric constituent. -, 

This procedure cannot be used to estimate the pre- 
impact 20Ne abundance in Earth's atmosphere since the 
terminal EW-driven fractionation stage introduces an added -2 

unknown. For illustration I have set 20Ne equal to its 
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computed abundance in Venus' primary atmosphere (see 2 0 ~ e  3 6 ~ r  8 4 ~ r  ' 3 0 ~ e  
below) in calculating the Fig. 1 Ne isotopic evolution and in 
the Fig. 2 elemental pattern. Solutions yielding essentially the same final Ne isotope ratios as those in Fig. 1 in fact 
exist, with differing EUV fractionation paa-neters, for atmospheric W e  ranging from 0 to -5x the Venus abundance. 

Venus' primary atmosphere plays a role in this discussion for two reasons. High abundances and solar-like 
isotopic and elemental (except for Ne/Ar) signatures' suggest that the noble gases in its present atmosphere are not 
greatly evolved from their primordial ~tatesl.~. Moreover one would suspect that the primary atmospheres on planets 
as alike as Earth and Venus in size and heliocentric distance were acquired from the same source(s) and were similar 
in composition. Therefore it is interesting to compare the Fig. 2 pattern deduced for the pre-impact terrestrial 
atmosphere with estimates for relative noble gas abundances initially on Venus. To do this requires rederivation of 
the earlier EW-driven hydrodynamic escape model for Venus atmospheric evolution1 using the EUV flux parameters 
obtained here for terrestrial Ne fractionation. It turns out that the relatively weak EUV flux needed to drive Ne-only 
loss from Earth is still strong enough to enable hydrodynamic outflow of Kr (but not Xe) and lighter gases from 
Venus (and all noble gases from Mars, so the original Mars model1 is essentially unchanged). The revised Venus 
model generates even better matches to the limited isotopic and elemental data we currently have for its contemporary 
atmosphere, and yields the primary relative abundance pattern shown in Fig. 2. Although the computed 84Kr/36Ar and 
lmXg6Ar ratios inherit the large uncertainties associated with measurements of present abundances, their nominal 
values fall squarely within the range of the estimates calculated above for Earth's pre-impact primary atmosphere. 

Conclusions. This straightforward application of GI - and EUV-driven hydrodynamic escape to evolution of 
Earth's atmospheric noble gases is able to generate present-day isotopic and elemental distributions from isotopically 
solar primordial reservoirs on and in the planet. The heavy noble gas elemental composition in the pre-impact 
terrestrial mosphere computed from the model is nominally identical to that deduced for Venus' primary atmosphere 
from a parallel model of hydrodynamic escape powered solely by solar EUV radiation. Suitable BNe/36Ar ratios for 
Earth bracket the Venus ratio. Therefore contemporary noble gas inventories on both planets could have evolved - 
clC3rly in quite different ways- from the'same primordial noble gas distributions in the same types of primary 
planetary reservoirs. Moreover, the hypothesis of an early GI-driven fractionation stage on Earth reduces previous 
requirements1 for the initial planetary hydrogen inventories needed to fuel hydrodynamic escape (from a few wt% to 
4 . 5  wt.% H20 on all three terrestrial planets) and solar EUV flux intensities (from -450x to -60x present levels). 

However, as promising as these results may be, they should not obscure a central uncertainty. At the moment 
there are no detailed theoretical calculations supporting the assumption that the physical and timescale conditions 
required for a simple episode of hydrodynamic loss could have been met in the aftermath of a Giant Impact on Earth. 
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